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Preface	
	
This manual is a basic introduction to the digital infrastructure LARM.fm. The manual is 

available on DIGHUMLAB’s website www.dighumlab.org, which also contains video tutorials 

demonstrating the use of LARM.fm. DIGHUMLAB offers regular workshops on the use of 

LARM.fm, which will be announced on www.dighumlab.org. 

 

Seeing as LARM.fm is in constant development, regular updates of the manual are 

required. Similarly, topics such as ‘use of LARM.fm in teaching’, ‘ethical and legal issues’ 

and ‘issues related to open source’ will be described in future editions of the manual. We 

welcome comments from the users, enabling us to improve the manual on an ongoing 

basis. Please direct comments regarding the manual to LARM.fm’s helpdesk either by 

clicking Kontakt (Contact) in the top right-hand corner when logged onto the platform or 

sending an email directly to support@larmfm.zendesk.com. 

 

Many thanks to student assistants Thomas Kruse Johansen and Jonas Kjærsgaard for their 

contribution to this first edition of the manual. 

 

 

 

Iben Have and Janne Nielsen  

DIGHUMLAB 

December 2016 
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1.0	Introduction	

1.1	What	Is	LARM.fm?	 	

LARM.fm is an online platform offering researchers, teachers and students access to a 

large archive of Danish radio and TV programmes from the 1930s till today. Able to access 

millions of files users can explore source material in connection with research, teaching, 

examinations, student and other presentations. In addition, LARM.fm provides various 

search tools and opportunities for organising, annotating and sharing material.   

 

The amount of available material grows when new Danish radio and TV programmes are 

broadcasted in Danish media. In November 2016 the collection consisted of a couple of 

million radio and TV programmes and more than 200,000 OCR-scanned PDF files 

consisting of programme guides and other documents. The content is described in more 

detail in section 1.3. 

 

 
Illustration 1. 

 

LARM.fm was originally developed in connection with the research project LARM Audio 

Research Archive (2010-2014), which was a collaboration between 10 research and cultural 

institutions funded by the Ministry of Higher Education and Science infrastructure pool. You 

can read more about the project and the story behind the platform in this report: 

https://larm.sites.ku.dk/files/2014/01/LARM-BOG_tryk_indhold.pdf 
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Since 2015 LARM.fm has formed part of the national project DIGHUMLAB, 

www.dighumlab.org. In the fall of 2015 the infrastructure was recreated on the present 

HTML5 platform, and the platform was expanded to also include TV. 

 

1.2	The	Collections	Behind	LARM.fm	–	the	Danish	Media	Archive	 	

In 1987 the then State and University Library (today the Royal Danish Library) in Aarhus 

was tasked with establishing the State Media Collection for the purpose of collecting and 

preserving Danish radio and TV programmes. Today	all	programmes	from	1989	and	leading	

up	to	the	present	time	have	been	digitized,	and	this is one of the collections available through 

LARM.fm. You can read more about the State Media Collection here: 

http://www.statsbiblioteket.dk/forbiblioteker/nyhedsarkiv-1/nyhedsarkiv-2008-2/statens-

mediesamling-findes-det-findes-det-her  

 

In addition to the State Media Collection, LARM.fm contains older material from DR’s 

archives dating back to 1930. However, this material is incomplete, as many programmes 

were not saved, and others (still) have not been digitised.  

 

1.3	The	Content	of	LARM.fm	

The material has been arranged according to type: 

• TV programmes  

• Radio programmes 

• Radio news reports  

• Radio news manuscripts 

• Programme guides 

• Radio news guides 

 

While the first two types consist of material available for streaming, the last four consist of 

PDF files containing OCR-scanned documents – some handwritten and others typed or 
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printed. OCR stands for Optical Character Recognition, and being OCR-scanned means 

that they have been converted from image files into text files, which are computer-readable 

and thus also e.g. searchable. Searches are subject to some uncertainty, though, as they 

depend on whether the letters of the text have been correctly identified by the OCR 

software. Therefore, it may sometimes be necessary also to check the corresponding image 

file. 

 

The radio and TV programmes have been sorted by channel, of which there are 74. 

Because it is a long list, only the six channels representing the majority of the programmes 

are visible in the search result. But by clicking on Vis flere (Show more) the entire list will 

appear. Similarly, clicking on Vis færre (Show fewer) will hide the list (see illustration 2). 

 

 
Illustration 2. 
 

The individual types of content will be described in the following section. Seeing as the 

amount of content is increasing, the number of files may be higher than stated here, though 

the figures will still be able to give you an idea of the general amount of material on 

LARM.fm.  

 
1.3.1	TV	Programmes	

In November 2016 just under 1.2 million TV programmes were available on LARM.fm. The 

number of programmes per year varies greatly for the early years. The earliest TV 

programme is from 1974. There is one programme from 1976 and 11 programmes from the 
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late 1970s. There are 102 TV programmes from the 1980s, of which 81 are from 1988, but 

only two from 1989. So if you search for specific programmes from that period, you would 

be lucky to find them in the archive.  

 

The most recent material is generally less than six months old.  

 

1.3.2	Radio	Programmes	

In November 2016 LARM.fm contained more than 900,000 radio programme files. Not all 

the files contain complete programmes. Some merely contain clips or fragments, while 

others contain more than one programme. E.g. there are several two-hour files, which are 

digitised versions of recordings from DR’s DAT collection (1989-2005), which originally 

represented specific time frames rather than individual programmes.  

 

The oldest programme in the archive is from 22 May 1931 and lasts just over five minutes. 

There are 10 or fewer programmes from the first five years and between 35 and 61 

programmes from the remaining years in the 1930s.  

 

Just like the TV programmes, the more recent material is generally less than six months old. 

 

1.3.3	Radio	News	Reports	from	DR	

Radio news reports contain short summaries of the content of the radio news bulletin at a 

given time.  

 

Period available: 1 January 1981 to 30 September 1999. 

 

1.3.4	Radio	News	Manuscripts	from	DR	

These are original manuscripts from the DR news bulletins at 12:00 and 18:00. They reflect 

the precise content of Pressens Radioavis (The Press’ News Bulletin), from July 1, 1964 

just called Radioavisen (The News Bulletin), of which only a few have been preserved on 

tape. With a few exceptions, the radio news manuscripts are the only remaining 

documentation of what was said in DR newscasts until the early 1980s (see illustration 3).  
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Period available: 1 April 1937 to 1 April 1984 

 

 
Illustration 3. 

 

1.3.5	Programme	Guides	

The programme guides, also called the ’white programmes’, are dated overviews of what 

was broadcasted on the radio and TV. The programme guides come from DR’s archives 

and are the daily and weekly guides that DR sent to newspapers and magazines for them to 

print. The programme guides have been digitised and OCR-scanned making them 

searchable. They are useful for gaining an overview of what was broadcasted from 1925 to 

1989, where the sound material is incomplete.   

 

Each programme guide page may come with a varying number of supplementary pages. 

These pages contain supplementary information about the programmes listed on the 

appertaining programme guide page, e.g. lists of the music that was played, concert 

programmes etc. Supplementary pages also contain handwritten or typed corrections 

describing what was in fact broadcasted as corrections to the programme guides, which 

show which programmes had been planned (see illustration 4 on the next page).  
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Illustration 4. 
 

1.3.6	Radio	Guides	

The radio guides contain detailed descriptions of the content of news bulletins on DR at the 

time in question. Many guides contain supplementary pages, showing e.g. who was 

responsible for the given news bulletin, what was said and how the news bulletin was 

structured. Like the programme guides, the radio guides come from DR’s archives. 

 

The radio guides are useful for gaining an overview of what was said on the radio. Please 

note that the available material may be incomplete.  

 

1.4	Who	Has	Access	to	LARM.fm?	 	

The State and University Library has entered into an agreement with Copydan-AVU-medier, 

giving institutions of further education with a subscription online access to radio and TV 

programmes via LARM.fm in connection with studies, teaching and research. 

 

At present, agreements have been made with the following institutions: 

• University of Copenhagen 

• Aarhus University 

• Aalborg University 

• University of Southern Denmark 
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• Roskilde University 

• Copenhagen Business School 

• Danish School of Media and Journalism 

 

1.5	Terms	and	Conditions	 	

Material available on LARM.fm may only be used for research, studying and teaching 

purposes. The above-mentioned educational institutions have the right to show the 

material to students at the institution in connection with the teaching.  

 

The material is copyrighted, and the individual user is responsible for observing the acts in 

force at the time in question, including the Act on Copyright and agreements made with 

the rights holders. LARM.fm is accessible via a personal WAYF login (read more about 

this system at: www.wayf.dk). The login cannot be passed on and used by others.  

 

DIGHUMLAB may record the use of LARM.fm for statistical reasons and to be able to 

follow up on any misuse. Access can be closed due to misuse, and cases of misuse will 

be reported and brought to trial, and the user may be held personally responsible. 

DIGHUMLAB reserves the right to update the terms and conditions on an ongoing basis, 

and users must therefore consult and observe the existing rules as evident from 

http://www.larm.fm/Terms. 

 

1.5.1	Regarding	Radio	and	TV	

LARM.fm provides access to radio and TV via streaming. It is illegal to download, forward 

and make changes to the copyrighted material available on the platform or to use the 

material for commercial purposes and public showing.  

 

1.5.2	Regarding	Programme	and	Radio	Guides,	Radio	News	Manuscripts	and	Radio	News	
Reports	

The platform enables users to view programme and radio guides, radio news manuscripts 

and radio news reports. This material is also copyrighted, which means that users may 
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view and download the material, but only for individual use. The material cannot be 

forwarded or shared in any other way. Use of the material must observe the Act on 

Copyright. 

	

1.5.3	Regarding	Comments	and	Use	of	Own	Folders	on	LARM.fm	

On LARM.fm users may add metadata, including annotations (see section 6.2). All content 

added by the users falls under the terms of the Creative Commons licence CC0, which 

means that the user gives up all copyright or related rights to the user-generated material. 

LARM.fm cannot guarantee that this material is saved in case of technical updates or 

changes to LARM.fm. However, we are currently in the process of drawing up a data 

management plan enabling users to harvest and archive their data at a given time and 

thus be able to fixate and document the material.  	  
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2.0	Login	
	

2.1	The	First	Time	You	Log	in	

The first time you log into the platform LARM.fm, you need to register as a user. The 

registration process consists of several steps. The first thing you need to do is click on Log 

ind (Log in) in the top right-hand corner. 

 

  
Illustration 5. 
 

Then the window WAYF opens asking you to select the institution to which you are 

affiliated. LARM.fm is presently available to the following institutions: University of 

Copenhagen, Aarhus University, Aalborg University, University of Southern Denmark, 

Roskilde University, Copenhagen Business School, the Danish School of Media and 

Journalism (cf. section 1.4). In this example we have selected Aarhus University. 

 

	
Illustration 6. 
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Once you have selected an institution, the WAYF page will direct you to the site of the 

chosen institution. Here you log in using your personal login for the institution in question 

(see illustration 7). 

 

 
Illustration 7. 
 

Once you have clicked on LOGIN (Log in), you will be presented with WAYF’s accept 

window, where you consent to your institution passing on information to LARM.fm. To 

access the LARM.fm site you either click on Ja, jeg accepterer (Yes, I accept) or Ja, jeg 

accepterer, gem samtykke (Yes, I accept, save consent). The only difference between the 

two is that you can skip this step at subsequent logins to the page by choosing the latter. 
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Illustration 8. 

 

Once you have allowed your institution to pass on the information shown in the image to 

LARM.fm, you only have to accept the terms and conditions of LARM.fm. We kindly ask 

you to read these before accepting.  

 

	
Illustration 9. 
 

In order to complete your first LARM.fm login, you must state your navn (name) and e-mail 

(email address), after which you can start using LARM.fm (see illustration 10 on the next 

page). 
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Illustration 10. 

	

If you manage to log into the site, your name will replace the login button in the top right-

hand corner. If your name does not appear in the top right-hand corner, we kindly ask you 

to repeat the steps described in section 2.1. 

	

2.2	The	Second	Time	You	Log	in	

If you have log into LARM.fm on a previous occasion, your second login will be different and 

simpler. As with your first login you start by clicking on the login button in the top right-hand 

corner.    

	

	
Illustration 11.	
	

At your second login you will then be met by the familiar WAYF window asking you to 

select an institution. Here you once again select the institution to which you are affiliated, 

and you will be directed to your institution login. In this example we have selected Aarhus 

University.  
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Illustration 12.	
	

If you, after clicking LOGIN, chose ’Yes, I agree, save consent’ at your first login, you will 

now be logged in and ready to use LARM.fm.  

	

2.3	Login	with	One	Click	

On some occasions you will be able to log in simply by clicking on the login button in the 

top right-hand corner. Then you will be ready to use the platform. This is only possible 

when you are using your own computer, where you have already logged in and the 

browser has not been shut down. In addition, you must have consented to LARM.fm 

collecting the information you have given to your institution. Please note that you will only 

be able to log in in the above way if the described criteria are met.  
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3.0	Searching	in	LARM.fm	
	
Before we describe how you can search and work in 

LARM.fm, we would like to introduce you to the user 

interface in LARM.fm.  

 

In the top left-hand corner you will find the search field 

and below various ways of limiting your search by 

filtering. You can either limit your search to a certain 

Tidsperiode (Period of time), Type of material (radio 

programmes, TV programmes, programme guides etc.) 

or Kanal (Channel: DR P1, DR P2, DR 1, TV 2, TV3 

etc.). These various ways of filtering can be shown or 

hidden using the small arrows to the right. 

	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 										Illustration 13.	 			 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 							

This is what it looks like with the various filters hidden. Use the arrows to show or hide the 

filters (see illustration 14). In addition to the menu to the left, the user interface consists of 

a list of results showing the results in a list containing the following information: type, title, 

channel and date of broadcast.  

	

 
Illustration 14. 
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Illustration 15. 

 

As a rule, when you access LARM.fm all content in the platform will be shown, that is, 

more than 2.6 million files (and counting). When you search for material, the results will be 

evident from the list, and the icons furthest to the left will reveal the type of material of the 

individual files (radio, TV etc.). You can choose to view either 20, 50 or 100 results at a 

time. Click on the blue figures in the top right-hand corner to change the number of results 

shown. Next to the blue figures you can switch between the various pages. You can skip 

to the first or last page of the search result by clicking on the double arrows on either side 

(see illustration 15). If you choose a page after page 5, the page numbers will 

automatically change, enabling you to choose a higher page number. If the list of results is 

too long, the best thing you can do is to try to narrow down/limit your search, if possible, 

as navigating the many result pages can be difficult. You can also choose to view 100 

results per page, which will give you fewer pages to navigate between.   

	

3.1	Open	Search	

If you want to do an open/broad search, you can type one or more search words into the 

search field at the top of the page and click on Søg (Search). Your search result will then 

be shown in the list of results. You can search for the title of a specific programme or for a 

search word if you are looking for material on a specific topic, event or person.  
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If you use more than one search word, you must add quotation marks to show that you 

are looking for that exact combination of words in the given order. E.g. if you want to 

search for the radio programme Mads & Monopolet, you can enter “Mads & Monopolet” in 

the search field. If you merely type Mads & Monopolet, without quotation marks, you will 

get all the results containing the words Mads, & or monopolet. This will give you a long list 

of results. If you enter og instead of &, you will get an even longer list. Quotation marks 

are therefore very useful when searching for a specific combination of words. It does not 

have to be a title, if could also be the name of a person, e.g. Dan Turell, an event like 

nytårsaften (New Year’s Eve), a concept or something else. 

 

You can also use so-called Boolean operators, AND and NOT, to make your search more 

precise. (You can also use OR, but that corresponds to the automatic settings of the 

search function, showing all the results in which one or more of the search words are 

found). If you write AND between two words, you only get search results where both 

words are found. E.g. if you search for nytår AND fyrværkeri (new year AND fireworks), 

you will get 109 results containing both words. If you merely search for nytår fyrværkeri, 

you will (in June 2016) get 1,429 results, so here AND is very useful for limiting and 

making the result more relevant. You can also search for nytårsfyrværkeri, but that will 

only give you 20 results and you thus risk missing relevant material.  

 

If you write NOT between two words, you will get search results where the first word 

figures and the second does not. If you for example search for Roskilde, you will get 2,166 

results, of which some are about Roskilde Festival. So if this is not relevant to your 

search, you can exclude this material by writing Roskilde NOT festival. This will give you a 

result of 1,436 files. 

 

You can use truncation to broaden your search, if required. Truncation – or truncating the 

search word – is a function that enables you to add the symbol * (asterisk) after the search 

word to search for this word with all possible suffixes. E.g. a search for havn* will give you 

67,820 results, while a search for havn alone will give you only 8,255 results. However, a 

search without truncation also includes regular inflections of the word, meaning that a 
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search for havn also includes a programme called Havnen. But if you wish to include e.g. 

havnerundfart and havnekoncert in your search, you need to use truncation.	

	

The search function searches through all available text; that is, it does not merely include 

programme titles and text in the written material (e.g. programme guides, manuscripts 

etc.), but also metadata and annotations. Metadata is data on the material, that is, the 

information about the material held in the system, e.g. the title of the material, date of 

broadcast, channel (or place of publication), duration, cast, topic/content and so on. The 

metadata of radio and TV programmes will include the information shown in a programme 

guide (e.g. a TV guide). When metadata is added to the material, this metadata will also 

be searchable, which we will return to below.   

 

As a rule, search results are arranged according to relevance, which means that the 

search function arranges the results based on a series of parameters, where e.g. the title 

is weighed highly. So if the collection includes programmes with the title you have 

searched for, there programmes will be at the top of the list, just as programme guides in 

which the title features will be placed above results where only one or two of the words 

feature. As mentioned, the search function searches both in fixated Arkiv metadata 

(Archive metadata) (see section 6.1) and in user-generated LARM metadata and 

annotationer (annotations), so what is added by the users will also affect the relevance 

sorting and thus position of the material. 

 

There are other ways of sorting the search result. The shown result list can be arranged 

by title or date of broadcast. You can change the order of the results by clicking on the 

small double arrow next to Titel (Title) and Udsendelsesdato (Date of broadcast). Clicking 

on it again will reverse the order. So you can choose to view the most recent or the oldest 

broadcasts first, depending on your preferences. Please note, though, that the date of 

some broadcasts may be missing, causing the system to assign them the date  

01/01/0101 or similar, which will make them appear at the top (or end, depending on how 

you choose to sort the results). 
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When sorting by title, the material will be sorted alphabetically, but please note that 

special characters and the like may affect the order; e.g. some titles are in quotation 

marks or begin with a hyphen or similar, and they will therefore be placed before the letter 

A. The same is true of titles beginning with a number.  

 

3.2	Limit	the	Search	Using	the	Calendar	

You can limit your search to a specific period using the calendar. The calendar can be 

accessed under the bar Søgeafgrænsning (Limit search), which is located under the 

search field. You can search for materials from a given period by manually entering the 

date and time or by using the calendar function.  

 

3.2.1	Manual	Entry	of	Time	Interval	

To manually limit the period of time you must use the two fields indicating the start and 

end of the interval, respectively. The date and time must be entered in the following order: 

day/month/year. E.g. New Year’s day 2000 is written 01/01/2000.  

	

	
Illustration 16. 

	

The illustration above is an example of a fixed-term search. In the example the search 

focusses on the hour immediately before and after New Year in 2000. The day, month and 

year must be separated by slashes and the hours and minutes by colon. You can also just 

write the figures – that is, 31121999 23 and 01012000 01. The rest will be corrected 

automatically. 
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3.2.2	Search	Using	the	Calendar	

Fixed-term searches can also be done more visually using the calendar function. You will 

find it by clicking on the button with the calendar icon to the right of the field for manual 

entry (see illustration 17). 

 

When you click on the calendar icon, the calendar appears, and here you can choose the 

date by clicking on the given years, months and days.  

 

	
Illustration 17.	
		

When you click on the headline december 1999 (December 

1999), all the months of the year will appear. Repeated 

clicks on the headline will expand the categories to intervals 

of 11 years and centuries, after which the search can be 

narrowed down.  

 

You can also click on the arrows on either side of the 

calendar headline. By clicking on one of the arrows, you will 

be able to switch to the next or previous period. The scale of 

the time interval depends on the length of the period 

indicated in the headline. The time period in the illustration is 

one month. By clicking on the arrows you will be able to move forwards or backwards in 

time.                 Illustration 18.  
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To narrow down the time interval further, you can click on the clock at the bottom of the 

calendar (see illustration 18). The clock enables you to limit the interval of individual days. 

To do this, click on the up or down arrows for times and minutes, respectively (see 

illustration 19). 

 

 
Illustration 19. 

3.3	Set	the	Time/Drill	down	

A good way of gaining an overview of the amount of material in the archive from a given 

period is to use the drill down function, Indstil tid, where you start with all the material in 

the archive and gradually zoom in on specific content by choosing the time of broadcast: 

First you choose the decade, then the year, the month and finally the date. In this process 

the number of files for one period or another will be visible, and you will thus be able to 

gradually narrow down the search. Once you have chosen a time, you can sort the 

material by choosing e.g. type or kanal (channel) (you cannot choose both), revealing e.g. 

how many radio programmes were broadcasted on the given date.  

 

When you narrow down your search using the Indstil tid function, the number of files 

shown under the bars type and kanal will remain unchanged. Instead, the number of 

actual research results is shown at the top of the page and not in the menu to the left.  
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You do not have to narrow down the time to a particular date. You can choose to stop at 

any level you want, giving you e.g. the number of programme guides from the 1930s or 

from the year 1972. Click Søg (Search) once you have reached the desired level. 

 

The Indstil tid function can also be used together with one or more search words. Start by 

doing a search and then click on Indstil tid. Then you will be able to see the number of 

results from the various time periods, and you can choose to move down one or more 

levels.  

 

If there are no files available, you can choose to return to the previous level. You do this 

by clicking on the button for the previous delimitation. Thus, by clicking on the button 2012 

you will return to all months of 2012 (see illustration 20), and the search Marts (March) will 

be cancelled. Similarly, you can choose to make the search even broader by clicking on 

either 2010’erne (2010s) or Alle årtier (All decades). 

 

	
Illustration 20. 
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You can cancel text delimitations inside the Indstil tid function. You do this by clicking on 

the search word(s) beneath the set time. This can be done independently of and will not 

affect the set time. 

 

3.4	Search	for	Type	or	Channel	

To make the search process easier you can 

choose to narrow it down by selecting a specific 

channel or type of programme. Both type and 

kanal (channel) are – like the time period – 

found under the bar Søgeafgrænsning (Limit 

search). However, you can only search for a 

type or a kanal (channel); the two cannot be 

combined. Both types and channels are ranked 

according to the number of files they contain, 

starting with the category containing the most 

files.   

 

                      
  Illustration 21.  
 

The number of files in a given category is highlighted in grey to the right. By clicking on  

Vis flere (Show more), you will be able to see the complete list of channels you can 

choose from.  

 

When you have selected a channel or type, it will be highlighted in blue. You can deselect 

it by clicking on it again, which will remove the marking. You can only select one type or 

one channel. If you have already selected the channel P3 and then click on DR P2, the 
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latter will be selected and the former deselected. To further target your search, you can 

choose to combine one or more search words with a time period.  

 

If you wish to delete all search criteria, be it type, kanal (channel) or søgeord (search 

work), you can do so by clicking on Ryd søgning (Clear search), which is located just to 

the left of the Søg (Search) button (see illustration 18). 
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4.0	Playing	and	Viewing	of	the	Material		
	
Once you have learned how to search through the material in LARM.fm, you need to know 

how you play radio and TV material.  

 

4.1	Playing	of	Radio	Programmes	

Usually the first thing you do when you wish to play a radio programme is to search for it 

in the search field. A search for “Formiddag på 4eren”, for example, will give you 614,515 

results.  

 

	
Illustration 22. 

	

A single click on the title will open this specific programme separately, and you will be able 

to play it. Here you will also be able to see the title of the programme in the top left-hand 

corner and the duration of the programme. In addition, in the bottom left-hand corner of 

the window is the blue play button. When you click on it, the programme begins.  

 

	
Illustration 23. 
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If you wish to pause the programme, you click on the same blue button, which, after you 

pressed play, has changed into a pause icon with two lines. 

 

	
Illustration 24. 

	

If you wish to adjust the volume while playing the programme, you can do so by moving 

the small blue dot backwards and forwards in the bar by the speaker symbol. If you wish 

to turn off the sound completely without pausing the programme, just click on the speaker 

symbol. Please note that the volume is controlled not only by this function in LARM.fm, but 

also by your personal sound settings on the computer. 

	

	
Illustration 25. 

	

If you wish to listen to a particular part of the programme, being able to fast forward may 

be useful. You can do this by ‘dragging’ the narrow, blue line indicating which part of the 

programme is being played at a given time. You can thus ‘drag’ the line to the desired part 

of the programme. You do the same to rewind the programme. 

	

	
Illustration 26. 
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In addition to ’dragging’ the narrow, blue line, you can fast forward the programme using a 

specific time interval. As a rule, each time interval is 10 seconds, but this can be adjusted 

to clicking on the small arrow illustrated below. This will enable you to set the time interval 

to five, 10 or 30 seconds and one, five or 30 minutes. Once you have set the time interval, 

you can skip forwards or backwards in the programme by clicking on the arrow to the left 

or right of the interval. 

 

 
Illustration 27. 

	

4.1.1	Radio	Programme	Metadata	

A set of metadata is connected to each radio programme in LARM.fm and shown when 

you open a given programme. This metadata is divided into two tabs, the first of which is 

called Radio Arkiv metadata (Radio Archive metadata). Below you can see the title, the 

time of the broadcast, the channel etc. Please note that for some programmes some 

spaces may be blank. This metadata follows the files of the original archives (DR’s 

archives and the State Media Collection) and cannot be changed – not even if it contains 

flaws or deficiencies.  
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Illustration 28. 

 

However, below each radio programme you will also find the tab Radio LARM metadata 

enabling users to metadate. This has only been filled if a user or the operator has made 

changes. As a supplement to Arkiv metadata (Archive metadata) you and other users can 

make changes to the description of the programme, the planner, add notes etc. This can 

be necessary especially in cases where the fixed Arkiv metadata (Archive metadata) 

contains flaws or deficiencies. LARM metadata is searchable, so if you add a word to the 

metadata of a file, this file will be included in subsequent searches for this word. User-

generated metadata thus helps to enrich the archive and is very welcome. Please note 

that all user-generated metadata will be visible and editable to all users. 
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Illustration 29. 

 

If you as a user wish to make changes under the tab Radio LARM metadata, you can do 

so by clicking on the pen at the right-hand side of the screen. This enables you e.g. to 

change the title to “Formiddag på 4eren” and subsequently save or cancel your changes. 

Please note that you can also make corrections to metadata added by other users, so it is 

important that you only make corrections that you know are correct.   

 

	
Illustration 30. 

4.2	Watching	TV	

Just like listening to radio programmes the first step in watching a tv-program (TV 

programme) is usually searching for the programme in question. A search for “Broen” for 

example will give you 821 hits. A single click on the title will open the programme in a 

separate window. 	

	

	
Illustration 31. 

	

To start the programme you click on the play button in the top left-hand corner. While the 

programme is playing the play/pause button can be found at the bottom of the playing 

window. If you click on play, shown in the red circle to the left in illustration 32, the 

programme begins. You can pause the programme by clicking on the same button again.   
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Illustration 32. 

 

In addition to playing and pausing the programme, you can adjust the volume by placing 

the mouse over the speaker symbol, as shown in illustration 33. ‘Dragging’ the dot 

backwards or forwards will adjust the volume. As was the case with playing radio 

programmes, you should be aware that the volume is not controlled exclusively by the 

programme, but also by the sound settings on your computer. 

 

Clicking on the square in the bottom right-hand corner will show the programme in full 

screen mode. 

 

		
Illustration 33. 
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While playing a TV programme you are able to fast forward or rewind the programme. You 

do this by ‘dragging’ the dot indicating how far into the programme you have got. You can 

also click on a specific place on the grey line, which will make the playing jump to this 

point in the programme.   	

	

	
Illustration 34. 

 

The player for TV programmes is currently not as developed as for radio programmes, 

and the toolbar is not the same. So it is not possible to work visually with the length of the 

annotations, loop annotations or jump backwards or forwards in defined time intervals as 

is possible in the radio toolbar. 

 

4.2.1	TV	Programme	Metadata	

The TV programme’s metadata contains various information about the programme. Under 

the tab TV arkiv metadata (TV Archive metadata) you can see the title of the programme, 

a description of the programme, who released it and the genre etc. (see illustration 35). 

Sometimes some of the spaces may be blank. Users cannot make changes to the TV 

arkiv metadata (TV Archive metadata). Instead you can add changes under the tab TV 

LARM metadata. Here you as a user can add a description of who released the 

programme, key words, cast and notes. By clicking on the pen in the right-hand side of the 

screen you can edit the above spaces and subsequently save what you have added. 

llustration 35 shows where you find the two tabs and the opportunity to make changes. As 

described in the sections above on metadating of radio programmes, TV LARM metadata 
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is searchable and accessible to all users, and all users can add and edit all LARM 

metadata. 

 

 
Illustration 35. 

4.3	Viewing	Programme	Guides	

In addition to Danish radio and TV programmes LARM.fm also offers access to past 

programoversigter (programme guides) from DR. A search for ”Programoversigt DR1” will 

currently give you 14,753 hits. If you click on one of the search results, the given 

programme guide will appear, as shown below. Please note that to make the search 

include only programme guides, programoversigter (programme guides) must have been 

selected under type. 
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Illustration 36. 

 

As a rule, the actual programme guide will open in a small window in which you can scroll 

up and down. If you wish to see a larger version of the programme guide, you need to 

select either fuld visning i ny fane (full screen in new tab) or stor visning (large window). In 

addition, some programme guides will consist of several pages, which you can switch 

between. You do this by clicking on the pages of which one is marked in blue in the 

illustration above.  

	

4.3.1	Programme	Guide	Metadata	

The metadata of programme guides contains four different groups: Titel (Title), Dato 

(Date), Programmer (Programmes) and Tekst (Text). Below you will find more information 

about the programme, including e.g. the date of the programme guide (see illustration 37). 

	

	
Illustration 37. 
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Users may click on the Annotationer (Annotations) tab to add notes and descriptions to 

the document. The use of annotations is described in more detail in section 6.2.	

	

4.3.2	Programme	Guides	Listed	According	to	Date	

A search in programme guides is likely to give a lot of results, which can be difficult to 

distinguish from one another, as the dates initially are placed in random order. This can be 

changed, though, simply by clicking on Udsendelsesdato (Date of broadcast). One click 

on Udsendelsesdato (Date of broadcast) will show the oldest version first. Clicking the 

button again will reverse the order, showing the latest version first.  

 

 
Illustration 38. 
 

Please note that the search can also be limited to a specific day but this can be risky as 

some programme guides in LARM.fm contain TV and Radio guides from several days. So 

you might have to search a time span and look through the programme guides from the 

date nearest to the date you are looking for in order to find the right day, You can navigate 

the pages by clicking on a given page under the bar Sider (Pages) (see illustration 37). 
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5.0	How	to	Organise	your	own	Collections		
	
LARM.fm enables you to create your own projects, making it easier to organise and keep 

track of important material for your research or studies. You can thus compile a large 

amount of material in a project and archive it for later use.  

 

The organisation of material in projects and folders is similar to a traditional structure with 

folders and subfolders. 

	

5.1	Projects	

Projects are affiliated to your specific profile and saved, even though you log out of 

LARM.fm. The next time you log on, you will be able to find the broadcasts or programmes 

that you have added to a project on a previous occasion.  

 

The Projekter (Projects) bar is located in the menu to the left immediately below 

Søgeafgrænsning (Limit search) (see illustration 39). 

 

 
Illustration 39. 
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For new users no projects will have been created, and it will therefore not be possible to 

save material. You create a new project by clicking on the plus sign (+) (see illustration 

39). The first thing you are asked to do is to give the project a name. 

 

If you choose not to name the project and simply press enter, the project will remain 

unnamed and is thus ‘invisible’ in the list. Therefore, to distinguish between projects it can 

be a good idea to name them.   

 

5.1.2	Editing	Projects		

Naturally, you can choose to edit one of your projects. If you click on the cogwheel  

to the right of the project title, an editing window will appear. At the top of the window you 

will be able to see three options: Medlemmer (Members), Ændre navn (Change name) 

and Slet project (Delete project).  

 

Under the Medlemmer (Members) tab you can add one or more members. This is 

described in more detail in section 5.3 Sharing Your Collections.   

	

	
Illustration 40. 

	

Under the tab Ændre navn (Change name) you can change the title of the project. Once 

you have added a new name, you must click on the blue Opdater (Update) button to save 

your changes. The new project name will now be visible to all members of the project. You 

will not be able to see changes to a project before the page is updated.  
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If you wish to delete a project, you can do so under the tab Slet project (Delete project). If 

you choose to delete a project, it will be deleted for all members, so make sure you or 

others will not have to use the project again before deleting it. If you do not wish to delete 

a project for other users, you should instead use the function Forlad projekt (Leave 

project). This will remove the project from your list, while still allowing the other members 

to use it. 

 

5.2	Folders	

You create new folders by clicking on the plus sign to the right of your project. Folders are 

shown as subcategories in your project, which is very useful in helping you manage a 

large project with many subtopics. Once you have created a new folder, you will be asked 

to name it. As with the projects, you should name your folders for the sake of clarity. 

Failing to name the folders will make it difficult to identify and distinguish them from each 

other. You can create an unlimited number of folders under each project.  

 

If you prefer to be able to see your projects only, e.g. for the sake of clarity, you can 

choose to minimise the filters. You do this by clicking on Søgeafgrænsning (Limit search). 

You can also choose to minimise and unfold the projects independently of each other by 

clicking on the given project title. This enables you to unfold one project at a time. 

	

5.2.1	Adding	Files	to	Folders	

To add files to a project the first thing you have to do is create a folder. That is, you cannot 

add broadcasts or radio programmes directly to a project, but only to the folders within the 

project. The programmes or broadcasts added to the folders are not files that are 

transferred, but references to the programmes on LARM.fm. Therefore, you can add an 

unlimited number of programmes or broadcasts to your projects. Storage capacity is 

irrelevant, as the files are neither stored on your computer nor in your LARM.fm user 

account. 
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You add TV or radio programmes to a folder simply by clicking on the programme in 

question and ‘dragging’ it to the folder in which you wish to save the file. Once you have 

opened the file, you will not be able to drag it to a folder. You can only drag a file to a 

folder directly from the list of files. When dragging a file to a folder it is important to move it 

to the title of the folder, not the project, before you ‘let go’ of the file. Attempts to drag a file 

directly to a project will be annulled. If you have several projects, it can be a good idea to 

drag the file vertically down across the list of search results before dragging it to the left to 

the desired folder. Because if you start by moving it to the left and then vertically across 

the list of existing projects, these will unfold and thus push the lowermost folders outside 

the field of the screen, making it impossible to place the file here. Alternatively, you can 

minimise the search tool by clicking on søgeafgrænsning (Limit search) (see section 5.2). 

	

Once you have successfully dragged a file to a folder, it will be visible when clicking on the 

folder. Files that have been added to a project folder will now be saved for future 

reference. This means that the files can be accessed through the folder the next time you 

log on to LARM.fm. You can choose the order of files in a folder. It is the same procedure 

as described in section 3.1. For copyright reasons it is not possible to download 

broadcasts to your own computer. They can only be accessed on LARM.fm.  

 

If you wish to remove files from a project, click on the red cross to the left of the 

programme title. Removing a reference to a programme from a project will delete it 

permanently and for all project members. You do not have to worry about deleting material 

when removing the file from your project, though, as this will only delete the reference and 

not the file (e.g. radio or TV programme) as such.  
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Illustration 41. 

 

5.3	Sharing	Collections	

You can share your projects with other users of LARM.fm. This makes it easier to handle 

material in connection with group work, for example.  

 

By clicking on the editing button (in the form of a cogwheel) next to a project, you will be 

able to edit and change the settings of the project (see illustration 41). 

 

When the editing window opens, you can choose between Medlemmer (Members), Ændre 

navn (Change name) and Slet projekt (Delete project) (see illustration 42).  

 

Under the tab Medlemmer (Members) you can add one or more new members to a 

project. You do this by searching for their LARM.fm user name in the search field found 

under the headline Tilføj (Add). Please note that the user’s LARM.fm user name may not 

be the same as the user’s real name. You therefore need to know the person’s user name 

to add him or her. You can add as many users to a project as you wish.  

 

The project will automatically be added and shown under the project bar of the new user, 

who will be able to see its full content as well as edit it. Thus, you, as the creator of a 

project, will no longer be the only one who can edit or delete the project.  
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Illustration 42. 

 

All members of a project can remove other members from the project. The list of project 

members is shown below the headline Fjern (Remove). Clicking on a user’s name will 

remove him or her from the project.  

 

If a project contains several members, the creator of the project can choose to leave the 

project and thus hand it over to the other members. This way you can create projects for 

other users without having to keep them in your own list of projects. To leave a project you 

click on the red button Forlad projekt (Leave project). This function is found under the 

search field for adding new members Tilføj (Add). However, you can only leave a project if 

it includes other members besides you. All project members have the same administrative 

authority, which means that each member is able to delete a project.  
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6.0	Sharing	User-Generated	Data	

6.1	Metadata	

All files on LARM.fm – both TV and radio programmes, reports, manuscripts and guides – 

come with appertaining metadata. Metadata contains information about the file, which may 

be very useful in a study or research process. The metadata of programmes may vary 

according to programme type. Overall, the metadata is divided between Arkiv metadata 

(Archive metadata) (see section 6.1.1) and LARM metadata (see section 6.1.2). Click on the 

file to access the metadata of that file.  

	

	
Illustration 43. 

	

The example shown in illustration 43 is the radio programme “Danskernes akademi”. 

When you open the programme, you will be able to find archive metadata under the tab  

Radio Arkiv metadata (Radio Archive metadata), which opens automatically when you 

open the radio programme (see illustration 43). If you instead wish to see the Radio LARM 

metadata, click on the tab with that title to the right of the Radio Archive metadata. The 

function LARM metadata is only available for radio and TV programmes. 
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6.1.1	Archive	Metadata	

Archive metadata is the metadata provided by the programmes’ original sources – either 

DR’s archives or the State Media Collection (please note that the State Media Collection 

also contains material from DR). This data varies greatly in content and scope. Radio 

guides often include only e.g. the date and time of broadcast. The metadata of both TV 

and radio programmes are usually more extensive (see illustration 43 above), containing 

both the start and end times, publisher and channel.  

 

A search in LARM.fm includes not only the titles of the files, but also their metadata. If you 

wish to search for “Landmænd i England”, for example, you will get seven hits. The results 

are episodes from the documentary “Begynderbønder”. That is, the title neither contains 

the word “landmænd” or “England”, but the metadata does. In this case you will be able to 

find the programme, because the metadata contains the words used in your search.  

	

6.1.2	LARM	Metadata	

A programme’s Archive metadata are often incomplete; in some cases, neither the 

programme title nor metadata provides sufficient description of the content. LARM.fm 

makes it possible for users to add metadata to files in order to supplement, expand on or 

possibly correct existing Archive metadata. You can add metadata under LARM metadata 

in the tab to the right of Archive metadata.  

 

All users of LARM.fm may edit and add new LARM metadata. Contrary to annotations, 

LARM metadata concerns the entire file (see section 6.2). The user-generated metadata 

is (just like Archive metadata) searchable, which means that it will be activated in 

searches and can thus help other users find the desired material. You can edit LARM 

metadata by clicking on the pen in the right-hand side of the window (see illustration 44). 

Once you have edited the metadata, click on Gem (Save) to save or Annuller (Cancel) to 

cancel the changes. 
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Illustration 44. 

 

As evident in the illustration, you can add both title, description, publisher and notes to a 

programme’s metadata. You can thus help other LARM.fm users by adding or specifying 

metadata, when lacking or incorrect, making it easier to find the file and raising the level of 

information on the platform.  

	

6.1.3	The	Lydkildebeskrivelse	and	Jingler	Tabs	

The tabs Lydkildebeskrivelse (Description of sound source) and Jingler (Jingles) were 

added in connection with subprojects of the collective research project LARM Audio 

Research Archive (2010-2014). The content listed under these tabs is currently sparse, 

and therefore few users use these tabs. LARM.fm makes it possible for future research 

projects contributing with data or tools of general interest to the users to create additional 

tabs in the platform. This can only be done in dialogue with DIGHUMLAB.  

 

6.2	Annotations	

Users of LARM.fm may add annotations. Annotations make it possible to add metadata to 

a particular part of a file. Currently, this is only possible for radio and TV programmes, 

though, and the functionality in connection with TV programmes is less developed than for 

radio. Users can also add annotations to other types of filed, but seeing as it is not 

possible to point at a particular place in the file (unless you write e.g. ‘in section two’ or ‘to 

the right’), these annotations really function more as LARM metadata concerning the 

entire file.  
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6.2.1	Setting	the	Start	and	End	Times	of	Radio	Programmes		

Annotations for radio programmes can be added in one of three ways: 1) by clicking on 

the player’s timeline, 2) by clicking on the speech bubble and plus sign below the player 

and 3) by clicking on the blue button Tilføj ny annotation (Add new annotation) in the list 

below the player, where the annotations will be shown.             

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 45. 
 

You can add annotations by clicking on Tilføj ny annotation (Add new annotation), as 

shown in illustration 45. Clicking on the button to the left inside the red circle will start the 

annotation. If you wish to set a new start time on the annotation, merely play the 

programme and when you wish to set the start time click on the button Sæt starttiden på 

den valgte annotation (Set the start time on the chosen annotation). Then play the 

programme till you reach the desired end time. Then click on Sæt sluttiden på den valgte 

annotation (Set the end time on the chosen annotation), after which the annotation has 

been created with a start and an end time.  
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6.2.2	The	Annotation	

Once you have created an annotation, you can give it a title and description. Once you 

have added this information, you can choose to save the annotation by clicking on Gem 

(Save). Now the annotation will appear as shown in illustration 46, indicating its duration, 

title and description.  

 

 
Illustration 46. 

 

Here you can choose to play, edit or delete the annotation. You can also add another 

annotation by clicking on Tilføj ny annotation (Add new annotation).  

 

When inside an annotation, a web address (URL) will be evident from the browser’s 

address window, which leads directly to the annotation in question. This means that you 

can copy the URL and send it to a colleague, a class or a fellow student, who will be able 

to use the link to access the annotation directly once logged onto LARM.fm. This is a 

useful and easy way to share relevant material.    

 

6.2.3	Loop	Playing	

After creating an annotation, you can play the sound bite indicated by the annotation 

several times in a row without having to press Afspil (Play) each time. By clicking on the 

button Loop lyden for den valgte annotation (Loop the sound for the chosen annotation), 

the chosen sound bite will play from start to finish before starting over again. This may be 

useful when working in detail with particular pieces of sound from a programme (see 
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illustration 47). You can delete the annotation by clicking on the red cross. Please be 

careful not to delete other users’ annotations, as the function Delete annotations cannot 

be cancelled.  

 

 
Illustration 47. 

	

6.2.4	Annotations	in	List	

All annotations for a given programme will be evident from a list below the player. Here 

you can, as described, also create new annotations by clicking on Tilføj ny annotation 

(Add new annotation. The player can only be used to create annotations for radio 

programmes; in all other cases you need to use the list. Open the list by clicking on the 

tab Annotationer (Annotations) (see illustration 48).  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Illustration 48. 

 

For TV programmes, it can be a good idea to state timecode, duration etc. in the 

annotating, making it easier to return to the place in question, seeing as it is not possible 

to link the annotation to a specific place in the file. 
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7.0	Technical	Support	
 

If you experience technical problems using LARM.fm, please contact technical support by 

clicking on Kontakt (Contact) in the top right-hand corner on the uppermost bar (see 

illustration 1). To be able to respond fully and as fast as possible to your questions, we 

ask you to include in your mail information about the version etc. (see example below). 

This information is available on the Larm.fm platform under Kontakt (so it is not something 

you have to figure out yourself, just click Kontakt and copy the information): 

  
LARM version: 201707031646 
Tidspunkt: 2017-07-07T14:32:12Z 
User Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_12_5) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/59.0.3071.115 Safari/537.36 
Url: http://www.larm.fm/Asset/31c15242-cba8-40fc-b380-1804ddcd2baa  

 

 

 


